
We have to analyse the functional 

relationship between man, assets and 

working capital in the workplace. What 

are the basic facts that determine the 

execution of economic (retail) crime? 

Just to mention the few most important: 

■	 The relationship between the employee 

and working capital;

■	 The kind of working capital and assets;

■	 The degree or level of the 

“concentration of functions”; and

■	 The professional and intellectual ability 

of the manager (potential perpetrator).

Let’s just for the moment concentrate on 

the basic methods applied in the execution 

of economic crime in retail industry. 

■	 The appropriation of not-recorded 

surpluses. Let’s assume that in the fruit 

and vegetable department write-offs of 

up to 5% is “allowed”. Instead of 1% on 

real losses, the manager claims 4%. The 

3% can be taken “legally” and here is a 

“perfect crime”.

■	 The appropriation of not-recorded 

surpluses on customer accounts 

(quantity, quality and price).

■	 The appropriation of not-recorded 

surpluses caused by doing business for 

the manager’s own account, like selling 

single cigarettes, or his/her own bottle 

of whiskey while on duty.

■	 The appropriation of losses as a result of 

forgery and other methods (capturing 

fake invoice for goods paid for, but not 

received).

■	 The appropriation of sources of 

corruption and abuse. In one instance a

manager at retail store had friend with 

a crocodile farm. As a result of a huge 

concentration of function, he could 

over-order pallets of chicken and later 

sell these to his friend as “expired” low-

cost or no-cost stock.

■	Useful fraud – happening mostly in huge 

chain retail stores. A special form of 

“useful fraud” is deception of customers 

and consumers by cheating on quality 

and quantity.

■	Careless business – supplier invoices are 

captured wrongly, for example when 

you buy an item for R10, but the selling 

price is R5.

 When the quantum of the rights and 

powers in an employed person is higher, 

there are possible severe consequences 

due to careless and negligent work and 

activities. 

Retail owners should increase resources 

and concentrate on crime-prevention 

methods and policies. Unfortunately many 

of them concentrate on fancy equipment 

and not on the basics of shrinkage control. 

Some are even caught in a hostile situation 

where they are desperate to keep the 

dishonest manager, hoping that he will at 

some point become honest.

If you want to run successful retail 

business you should not be blackmailed by 

a dishonest manager, as you will in the end 

be the biggest loser.

In further articles we will try to be 

more specific in explaining the effect 

of “concentration of function” while 

explaining shrinkage points of risks in each 

operational phase of your retail business. 
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How many retail-business owners 

experience theft? And how many 

retail-business owners experience 

theft by managers? 

Why does it happen? Is it dishonesty, or are 

there other reasons for it? 

During my 40 years of involvement with 

crime prevention (where we caught sister 

stealing from sister, son from father, uncle 

from nephew) I realised it is not only a 

question of honesty or dishonesty.

Before we analyse the most important 

risks in each phase of a retail operation, we 

need to look at the phenomenon called the 

“concentration of functions”.

Managers carry a lot of responsibility. 

They also have something else: power, 

privileges and benefits. These should be 

constantly analysed, as it can help to 

predict and prevent crime.

Owners often trust senior staff members 

and rely on them, and it is understandable. 

Find a good, professional, knowledgeable, 

experienced, loyal and trustworthy 

manager and all your problems are sorted. 

But in practice it is not so easy.

The virus that can cause your manager to 

become a threat to your business is called 

the “concentration of functions”. 

Smaller convenient stores will usually 

have a higher concentration of functions 

than bigger supermarkets. If a retail-store 

manager is responsible for ordering from 

suppliers, receiving goods, controlling stock 

and controlling the point of sale, he has 

all the keys hanging on his belt and he can 

use them when and how he wants to. Add 

to that the bookkeeping function, and I 

am sure you will be able to see what can 

happen.

Bigger retail stores have these functions 

separated, but they sometimes make the 

mistake of employing relatives or friends 

in certain positions who can manipulate 

systems for their own benefits.

Retail owners and managers should have 

basic knowledge of sources of criminal 

activities. Some retail owners have a 

formal and mechanical approach when 

implementing shrinkage-control activities 

without any real understanding of why 

things should be done in a certain way.

Understanding the basic causes of crime 

will help retail owners to make effective 

decisions that will prevent shrinkage.

shrinkage 

Retail owners and managers should have basic knowledge of sources of criminal activities.

retail management  
as a shrinkage-control risk

an ounce of PreVenTiOn is better than pound of CUre 
– Benjamin Franklin



How baling reduces pilferage,  
clears space and reduces  
waste management cost

Akura and the Bramidan range of balers

Handling waste, like for supermarkets of all sizes, was a problem for 
Somerset Kwikspar.

Some 700 customers shop at the store every day. This generates 
100–130 kilograms of cardboard, paper and plastic waste. Until they 
started using a baler, handling of waste was neither simple, nor fast.

Usually, the cardboard boxes were emptied and stacked in a 
corner of Receiving. Eventually, waste took up so much space that it 
became difficult to handle new deliveries, moving the waste outside 
was not an option either. 

Often, vagrants used the empty cartons to conceal stolen goods, 
so they kept the waste inside to stop this. Every day their waste 
collector would drop off four or five men, who would spend the 
entire day separating the plastic and cardboard and then cutting up 
and flattening the cardboard, so it could be collected in the evening.

The solution
In 2009 they installed a Bramidan baler, which immediately proved 
to be a good investment. In 2017 the same unit is still performing 
the job well.

Before, they had waste lying everywhere, but now things are 
different. The baler is placed strategically, so their employees can 
dispose of the cardboard and plastic immediately. 

Cardboard and paper goes directly into the baler and the plastic is 
collected in large bags. Now, everything moves faster. The fact that 
the baler is easy and safe to use has also impressed them. 

With the Bramidan baler, there are only two buttons and an 
emergency button. These simple features made it easy to introduce 
the baler to staff. Now everyone knows that all they have to do is to 
put empty cartons and paper into the baler, press the green button 
and walk off.

Source of income
Not only does the baler help optimise the daily operation of the 
store, it has let them move the waste outside and keep Goods 
Receiving tidy. 

Baling has also reduced costs for their waste collector who no 
longer has to sort and compress the waste himself. In fact they 
no longer pay for collection, but sell the waste for recycling, 
turning it into a source of income.

Bramidan balers are 
manufactured in Denmark 
to European safety 
standards.

There are 10 sizes in the range, which caters for anything from a superette up 
to a distribution centre. They are sold and serviced in Southern Africa by Akura 
Engineering. Established in 1970, Akura designs and builds a diverse range of 
specialised machinery. It sells and services customers throughout Southern Africa 
from their Paarl factory and branches in Johannesburg, Durban and Port Elizabeth.

Akura is one of the largest manufacturers of waste handling equipment  
in Southern Africa with its well-known and trusted Akupak machines.

In Bramidan, it recognised the ideal combination of quality, safety and  
ease-of-use for a store operated baling system.

Akura’s expertise will match the right size Bramidan baler for your store’s 
needs. Save space, improve store neatness and hygiene, reduce pilferage  
and get a new source of income today.

Call our experts to give you the 
right advice. They’ll do a viability 
study for your store’s waste 
handling requirements and where 
relevant offer a one week free 
trial period

Email: bramidan@akura.co.za
Visit us at www.akura.co.za

Head Office and Factory: 2 Distillery Rd, Paarl, 7646, PO Box 425, Paarl, 7620

Paarl  
021-872 2224
Johannesburg  
011-894 4511 
Durban  
031-914 2176
Port Elizabeth  
041-450 0197

One 
week 
free trial 
period


